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Abstract
Most learning models have been relied on students’ individual studying activities. In those models, the efficiency of learning varies among different students, and thus is limited. In this paper, we propose a systematic group study model to improve the learning efficiency for diversity students. By using instructed in-class and out-of-class group work, the group study model has the advantages to overcome the shortages of the individual study models and can improve the study efficiency for diversity students. Furthermore, in this model, students can learn from the group as well as from the instructors, thus the teaching performance can be improved. In experimental results, we use statistical analysis to show the improvement of teaching performance and study efficiency for the proposed group study model.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, with the rise of economic uncertainty and increasing unemployment rates, university enrollment has been on the upswing. Unfortunately, many students (nearly 40%) are unprepared for the college-level mathematics courses required for a degree (Boylan, 2011). Although many courses typically have prerequisite courses designed to ensure that students possess the necessary knowledge and skills to be successful in a higher-level course, not all students meet prerequisite skill levels. Since some students took prerequisites long time ago, or students transfer their courses from a previous institution, the lacking of required content or rigor could affect a student’s success in those courses (Ciampa & Revels, 2013).

Levin and Koski et al (Levin & Koski, 1998) proposed identity ingredients to be central for designing successful interventions for underprepared students in higher education. These essential ingredients clearly focus on enforcing underprepared students’ academic and social growth by means of individual and group works.

In addition, the student population in higher education is much more diverse than that in previous years (Gurin, Dey, Hurtado, & Gurin, 2002; Levin & Calcagno, 2008). Whether or not diversity benefits the group performance still remains a debatable topic. Dreifus and Hong (Dreifus, 2008; Hong & Page, 2004) proposed that diversity among a group of problem solvers is more important than individual. In their experiments, diverse groups of problem solvers outperformed the groups of the best individuals at solving problems. The reason is that the diverse groups got stuck less often compared to the smart individuals, who tended to think similarly. They further provided an abstract proof to show that collections of diverse agents can locate optimal solutions to difficult problems, even if agents' abilities are bounded. While, in Page’s book (Page, 2008), he explained why difference beats out homogeneity in that identity-diverse groups in particular have a mixed record, sometimes performing better than homogenous groups and sometimes worse. In this study, students flexibly choose their group members (families, classmates, tutors and others), they may start to work in a diverse group and go along with it; or they may choose to change to a homogeneous group that makes them feel more comfortable. In this way, most students would be able to search and join a suitable, productive group and maintain a long-term cooperation relationship with their team members. In addition, working in a well-functioning group may avoid knowledge-sharing errors (Edmondson, 1996; Gupta, 2012; Hollingshead, Brandon, Yoon, & Gupta, 2011). In a well-functioning group, co-workers have a close personal relationship which may rely on one another or information,
advice and help; co-workers may arrange their group problem solving tasks in a group-organizable, group-adaptive and group-repairable way; co-workers are rewarded based on overall team performance rather than on each member’s individual contribution.

It’s generally accepted that group study is more effective than individual study (Bonwell & Eisen, 1991; Springer, Stanne, & Donovan, 1999). Group theorists have espoused multiple benefits of participating in a group as a member including: empathizing with future group members, enhancing leadership abilities, experiencing the power of group, and promoting self-awareness (Corey, 2011; Klein, 2003; Yalom & Leszcz, 2008). The discussion of class participation and its assessment is broadened by the work of Vandrick et al. (Vandrick, 2000), noting that class participation requires students to speak in class by asking and answering questions, making comments and participating in discussions.

In a traditional learning-studying process, students work on their studies individually. Even though sometimes they go for help, they struggle on their own most of the time. Although a necessary process, individual study limits how students digest the knowledge and how much they can achieve their studying goals. While, during group study process, students can not only learn knowledge and skills but also borrow learning method from each other; difficult problems can be divided into relatively simple sub-problems and conquered by the team members; eventually more results will come out by the team work. Thus, students will learn more and obtain stronger confidence in their studies when they achieve more in their group studies. Furthermore, it will be easier for an instructor to detect common errors and representative problems by seeing the feedback from the group work; and the teaching quality can be improved based on these correspondents.

Several group study strategies have been discussed in (Barton, 1995; Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Chan, 2012; Pilkington, Bennett, & Vaughan, 2000; Rajan & Marcus, 2009; R. Rohfeld & Hiemstra, 1995; R. W. Rohfeld & Hiemstra, 1994). In (Barton, 1995; Rajan & Marcus, 2009), effective classroom discussion techniques are proposed to create interactive learning atmosphere for students. In (Brown & Palinscar, 1989; R. W. Rohfeld & Hiemstra, 1994), the instructors’ roles in group discussion are discussed to further promote learner participation. In (Chan, 2012; Pilkington et al., 2000), an evaluation is conducted on how the use of information and communication technology can support group discussion and flexible learning. However, there is a lack of systematic study on these strategies from Science Educators, and very little research testing this argument has appeared in educational journals.

In this paper, we propose a systematic group study model and evaluate the teaching performance using statistical analysis to demonstrate the successful application of the proposed model.

2. Group Study Model

A group study is a collection of individuals who cooperate on the same tasks via various ways to obtain their individual goals. In this model, the people who participate in the group discussion are not limited to the students or the instructors. Students are encouraged to search for any kinds of resources such as their supervisors, relatives, or tutors. That is, to meet their individual study goal, if necessary, students need to work with any available cooperators. This is especially important to those students who couldn’t get sufficient support from their group members and instructors.
Several strategies are conducted in the group study model through the students consistently participating in and out of class group studies. For students, their activities may include reporting in-class group discussion results, submitting out-of-class group assignments, giving in-class presentations, and working on related research topics. For instructors, their activities may include organizing and attending group discussions, assessing, implementing, and improving group work performance. It’s very important that an instructor need to attend student’s group discussion. It not only helps instructor to get instant feedback and provide immediate instructions, but also encourages the attendance of the out-of-class group homework discussions.

Figure 1 shows the pathways of the multi-way communication among an instructor, the students, and other potential participants in a group study model. In this illustration, a group consists of 2 to 4 members (no more than 4 members are allowed in a group). The black double-arrowed lines indicate the feedbacks and instructions between instructors and the students. The black double-arrowed lines indicate interactions among groups. Different colors of the group members represent different groups of participants. For example, in doing out-of-class group assignments or research, three students with green colors are in the same group. However, during in-class group discussion or presentation, these three students may select to join different groups. As you can see in our example, two “green” students are still in the same group during in-class discussion but the third “green” student has selected to partner with another “red” student. This means participants can select to join different groups during different phases of group studies.
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Figure 1. The pathways of the multi-way communication among participants in a group study model.

As we know that the traditional teaching methods encourage one-way communication. Therefore, students are placed in a passive role and the instructor has difficulties in obtaining instant feedbacks, especially verbal feedbacks. Group study model can help overcome the disadvantages of such traditional teaching methods. For example, during the in-class studies, students constitute small groups with 2 to 4 people in each group and do the group discussions refer to the new learning, followed by a whole class discussion from all the groups by comparing and accessing results with other groups (see interactions among groups).
in Fig 1). In this way, students have the opportunities to actively study their new knowledge and develop learning skills. At the same time the instructor can get an integrated and representative feedback from all the students and give niche targeting instructions. Last but not least, instructor and students can also have one-to-one communications during the group work.

Learning in a group can fulfill the diverse needs from diverse student audiences. Group study model makes the class offered as a combination of instructor lead and self-paced study process (Schoen, 1976). Generally, students can find suitable group members and become co-learners in discovering what work the best for them individually and as a group. For the students who either have trouble following instructor’s lecture, or have no problem grasping the main points of the lecture, they can enhance their understanding on the new knowledge and correct the misunderstanding of their old knowledge by attending group discussions. For students who want to develop their leadership ability, they can act as managers during their group discussions. By working with people of the same or different backgrounds and the same or different study goals, the same questions can be observed from different views and the group study results are more productive than individual study results.

Group study model improves teaching and learning performance. To improve the quality of group study model, the complementary strategies should be used in the same class. For example, in-class discussions may occupy a significant amount of lecture time; students who couldn’t digest the new knowledge well would have trouble to be involved into the in-class discussions; there are only limited comprehensive and advanced questions which are fit for individual homework. For However, these shortcomings can be overcome by adopting effective group discussion techniques (Barton, 1995; Rajan & Marcus, 2009; R. Rohfeld & Hiemstra, 1995) and by the extended out-of-class homework discussions. In the teaching-learning process, the more the learners are involved, the better they will learn. The in-class group studies can be extended into out-of-class studies. For out-of-class group studies, students are assigned with suitable group homework questions, presentation tasks, or research projects. By this method, the teaching-learning process has been extended beyond the classroom. Furthermore, some students set up long-term co-learner relationship such that they can not only actively work on assigned group work but also be self-motivated on other group work such as group reviews before tests. Figure 2 shows the survey results about group homework on students’ understanding and grades assigned at the last day of the college algebra class. According to the survey results, the group homework has positive effects on those who are actively involved in the group discussions; for those who are merely involved in the group discussions, the effects are limited or unclear. This is why it is important for the instructors to attend student’s group discussions to promote students’ involvement in the group discussions.
3. Experimental Methods and Quantitative Results

The Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) (Clearinghouse, 2008; Puma, Olsen, Bell, & Price, 2009; Torgerson & Torgerson, 2003) method is widely used in the areas of educational research, particularly in effectiveness research. In this method, participants are assigned to study groups at random and procedures are controlled to ensure that all participants in all study groups are treated the same except for the factor that is unique to their group. The unique factor is the type of intervention they receive. The primary goal of conducting an RCT is to test whether an intervention works by comparing it to a control condition, usually either no intervention or an alternative intervention.

Students are randomly assigned as Before-Treatment students (BF) as the control group, and after-treatment students (AF). In the following, AF students are those who are required to do in-class group discussion and finish their group homework; BF students are those who are required to finish all of their homework problems individually. To maximize validity and minimize bias (Bernstein, Rappaport, Olsho, Hunt, & Levin, 2009; Graham, 2009), the instructor designs and publishes a course plan at the beginning of each semester when the students and the instructor have limited knowledge of each other’s. In this way, a performed double blind study (Pope Jr, Hudson, Jonas, & Yurgelen-Todd, 1983) could ensure the random assignment. To ensure that all participants in all study groups are treated the same except for the factor (group work) that is unique to their group, the following steps are applied:

- Step 1, the instructor converts partial lecturing contents into in-class group discussion topics;
- Step 2, the instructor converts or implements some individual homework questions into group homework questions and assign regular classes for students to finish their group homework;
- Step 3, to encourage students in participating the group homework, a group work assessment rubric (http://ed.fial.gov/trc_new/rubrics/group.html) is provided to and used optionally by students. The grades of these participants are compared to those in the control group to determine if the treatment has an effect on teaching and learning performance.
3.1 Grade comparison between AF students and BF students for Trigonometry

In one Trigonometry class, students are required to finish all their homework individually. This class is used as control group. In the other Trigonometry class, students are required to do in-class discussions related to instructor’s lectures and finish a portion of their homework in a group before taking the midterm test and the final exam, except for midterm test 3. This class is used as experimental group. Both classes have more than 20 participants. The textbook, lecture notes, assigned homework questions, and exam questions are identical for both classes. Students from the experimental group work on the lecture questions with in-class discussions; and they use regular class time to finish one of their out-of-class homework questions and earn credits; the students in a group will get the same grades for the group homework. On the other hand, students from the control group obtain explanations from the instructor on all the lecture questions. To better compare the results, for midterm test 3, both groups use the same individual study strategy without using group study model.

Figure 3 shows the grade comparisons from all the exams between the experimental group and the control group respectively. The analysis is conducted using the Minitab (Meyer & Krueger, 2001) statistical analysis tool. The comparison shows that the AF medians of midterm test 1, midterm test 2 and final exam are significantly higher than those of BF. The differences between the two groups in mean values are significant (p<0.05). Also, there are substantially variances in experimental groups. Outliers appear in control groups and disappear in experimental group after test 3.

There exists an inconsistent result for midterm test 3 grades (p>0.05 shown in red color in Figure 3). This is because there is no assigned group homework before the test for the experimental group. This result again shows strong evidence that doing group problems in and out-of-class can improve students’ grades.
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3.2 Grade comparison between AF students and BF students for Pre-Calculus

This experiment is designed as follows. All classes have more than 20 participants. In Spring 2010 Pre-Calculus class, in-class discussions and three out-of-class group assignments are carried out before the midterm test 1, test 3, and test 4; no group study is used before test 2 and final exam. In Fall 2011 Pre-Calculus class, in-class discussion and out-of-class group assignments are carried out before all the tests except final exam. Also enhanced online individual homework is assigned except the hand in individual homework. Figure 4 shows the grade comparison from all the exams between the two classes respectively. The analysis is carried out using the Minitab tool.

Figure 4 shows that the AF median/mean of midterm test 2 in Fall 2011 is higher than that of BF in Spring 2010. For the rest, the differences between the two semesters grades in mean values are not significant (p>0.5). This is due to that the same study model is used for both classes before those tests except for midterm test 2. Outliers disappear after test 3 in both classes.

In Fall 2012, in-class discussion and out-of-class group assignments are carried out before and after all of tests after test 1. From the grades of the first three tests, the level of Fall 2012 students were below those of the students in Fall 2011. However, as students work together after test 1 in groups throughout the rest of the semester in Fall 2012, their grades were generally improved and exceeded those in Fall 2011.
3.3 Grade comparison between AF and BF for Calculus Class

In this experiment, we compare the students’ grades of two Calculus II classes in Fall 2009 and Fall 2012 respectively. Both classes have more than 19 participants. In Calculus II class of Fall 2009, the group homework is used for test 3 only. In Calculus II class of Fall 2012, in-class discussion and out-of-class group assignments are carried out before all the tests except test 4. Figure 5 shows the comparison of student grades for all exams between the two classes. From the grades of test 3 and 4, the level of Fall2012 students were below those of the students in Fall 2009. From the comparison it is clear to see the improvements of grades of the AF students over the BF students, for test 1, 2, and final exam. All variances of the experimental group are less than those in the control group.

\[ H_0: \mu_{AF} = \mu_{BF} \]
3.4 Grade comparison between AF and BF for Probability Class

In this experiment, we use a probability and statistics class with 10 enrollments. 9 of them do their research projects in small groups (3 people in each group). One student selects to work on his own for the project. In two of three groups, students have the same majors and it is relatively easy for them to find a common interesting research topic to work on and yield productive results. For example, one group publishes their work in an undergraduate research journal at the end of the project. In the group whose students have different majors, they have hard time determining a research topic. Even though finally they could find a topic and finish it on time, they show less interests on their work compared to the other two groups. The student who works on his own has no problem finding a research topic and has strong desire to finish the project. However, the student needs to work on all the details by himself and needs more help from the instructor. Apparently his research work takes much longer time compared to others. This experiment shows that group work is more efficient than individual work. A proper combination of group members can perform their work more efficiently and creatively.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we demonstrate that the undergraduate mathematics education in a group setting is more effective than that in an individual setting. Data analysis shows: 1. In addition to the in-class group works, the out of class group homework play an important role in the proposed group study model. 2. Instructed group work can not only facilitate the process of students group work, but also favor instructor’s improvement by offering more targeting instructions. Group study model uses a student-oriented interactive teaching and learning method. This allows students to take active roles in their studies, encourages multi-way communications, helps instructors work more effectively and equitably with diverse students, enriches the learning for students with diverse needs, and improves studying effectiveness compared to individual study models.
5. Future Research

Future studies are needed in order to improve the attendance of out-of-class homework, since not every student could be effectively involved in all group studies due to personality, time conflicts, or other reasons. Further research will focus on investigating the relationship between students' performance in the experimental group with their degree of participation. Other research may include improving individual student's group working skills to make the group work more productive.
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